Abstract-Euler diagrams are commonly used for visualizing small datasets, especially in biology. A well-known example is the diagram of amino acid properties. However, Euler diagrams are not always easy to read for students, and they are complex to produce when the number of sets is above 6. Other approaches exist for set visualization, such as rainbow boxes, but they have not been evaluated properly yet. In this paper, we propose a new diagram for amino acids, using rainbow boxes. We present a crossover user study that compares the new diagram with the usual Euler diagram (often miscalled "Venn diagram"). 78 students in biology were recruited; they responded to questions using the diagrams. We show that rainbow boxes lead to half the error rate (p value = 0.013) and also performed significantly better in terms of response time and user preference. We also explore the possibility of enriching the amino acid diagram with additional information, beyond the 8 properties commonly presented. We discuss the limitations of each technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Set visualization [1] considers several elements and several sets containing all or part of these elements. The sets are overlapping, i.e. an element can belong to more than one set. The visualization aims at showing clearly the elementset membership relations but also at providing answers to more complex questions, such as finding the intersection of two sets, and to elicit new insights, such as discovering similarities between elements or sets.
Euler and Venn diagrams are commonly used to visualize sets when the dataset is small, especially in biology. A widely known example is the Euler diagram of amino acid properties (known as "the Venn diagram of amino acid" despite the fact that it is actually an Euler diagram, Figure  2 ). In this example, each amino acid is an element and each property is a set (e.g. the set of small amino acids). There are 8 sets and 20 elements. This diagram is present in almost all textbooks and courses in molecular biology and bioinformatics (including the ones of the author), and a Google search yields more than 300,000 results ("Venn|Euler diagram amino acid", on 13/3/2018). However, Euler and Venn diagrams are not always easy to read. In our teaching experience, students often have difficulties to understand and use Figure 2 . Other authors mentioned that, in general, Venn diagrams are "not effective for presentation of more than four categorical groups" [2] .
Recently, we introduced a new technique for visualizing overlapping sets, rainbow boxes [3] , [4] , which was initially applied to the visual comparison of drug properties [5] . In rainbow boxes, the elements are shown in columns, and the sets are represented by rectangular boxes placed below column headers (see example in Figure 1 ). Each box covers the columns corresponding to the elements belonging to a set. The column order is computed using a heuristic optimization algorithm. This algorithm tries to order the columns so as the elements belonging to each set are contiguous. When it is not possible to have them contiguous for a given set, "holes" are present in the set's box (in Figure 1 , the polar box has 3 holes). Colors are added to columns and boxes, as follows: a specific color is associated with each column, ranging across the spectrum, and the color of a box is the mean of the colors (in Red-Green-Blue coordinates) of the columns it covers. Finally, boxes are stacked vertically, with the largest boxes at the bottom. Two boxes can be next to each other, as long as they do not occupy the same columns. However, the evaluation data of rainbow boxes are sparse.
The work presented here has two objectives: (1) to propose an improved diagram for the presentation of the properties of amino acids, based on rainbow boxes, and (2) to evaluate this diagram and to compare it to Euler diagram. This user study involved 78 students in biology and followed a crossover protocol. We measured error rate, response time and user preference. We also discuss the limitations of the two types of diagrams, such as the ability to enrich the existing diagram with additional properties.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Set visualization
Alsakallah et al. the oldest approaches to set visualization [6] . In Euler diagrams, each set is represented by a closed-area, overlapping in various regions that represent the intersections of the sets. Venn diagrams are a kind of Euler diagrams showing all the 2 n − 1 possible combinations of overlaps (where n is the number of sets). A proportional Euler or Venn diagram is a diagram in which the size of the various areas and overlaps is proportional to the number of elements in each regions. The automatic drawing of Euler and Venn diagrams is still a challenge when the number of sets is above 6 [7] . Linear diagram is another diagram for set visualization [8] . In a linear diagram, the elements are displayed in columns and the set in rows. A piece of horizontal line is drawn in each cell at the intersection of an element that belongs to a set. Thus, a set is represented by one or more horizontal lines. Colors are usually added to identify the lines that correspond to a given set. Although not initially inspired by linear diagrams, rainbow boxes can be seen as an evolution of linear diagrams. The main difference between the two diagrams is that, in rainbow boxes, a set is represented by a box, which is a single visual object. In case of holes, the pieces of the box are connected by a small line. On the contrary, in linear diagram, a set is represented by several, independent, visual objects: a label and one or more lines. This has two important consequences. First, in rainbow boxes, several boxes can be placed next to each other, leading to a more compact diagram. Second, in rainbow boxes, there are three "free" visual variables that can be used to represent additional information: height, color and texture. In a previous work, we explored the use of the box height as a visual variable [9] . Rainbow boxes have a default color scheme that facilitates the discovery of similarities between sets, however, the color can also be set manually. The use of texture (hatches) will be demonstrated in section VI. On the contrary, the choice of visual variables in linear diagrams is more limited: texture and height can hardly be applied to a line, and color is already used to identify the sets.
B. Amino acid properties
Amino acids [10] are the building blocks for proteins. There are 20 major amino acids, each of them shares a common part, containing an amine and a carboxyl functional groups, and involved in the peptide bond. The various amino acids differ in their side chain, which is specific to each amino acid. Each side chain exhibits different physical and chemical properties, such as size, electric charge or hydrophobicity. The properties of amino acids are usually represented using a Euler diagram (Figure 2) , which is the results of the Taylor classification [11] . The diagram was generated using Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS).
Few alternatives to Euler diagram have been proposed for comparing amino acids, and they are often not as informative or as easy to read. Nagano et al. [12] proposed a dendrogram, showing the similarity and the distance existing between each pairs of amino acids. It was computed from the amino acid substitution scores. The dendrogram displays the proximity between amino acids, but it does not show explicitly the properties of each amino acid. Kosiol et al.
[13] also proposed to classify amino acids according to replacement rate, using a Markov process.
III. THE TWO DIAGRAMS
In the Euler diagram (Figure 2 ), we used the usual position for each amino acid. We added colors on the diagram, in order to make it more appealing and to have a fair comparison with (colored) rainbow boxes.
We previously proposed a rainbow boxes diagram for amino acids [4] . The diagram presented here (Figure 1 ) has been improved. First, we replaced the 3-letter codes for amino acids by the more common 1-letter codes. Second, the 8 properties commonly presented in the Euler diagram were considered. Third, colors and contrasts were improved. Fourth, we also improved the order of the amino acids. In order to produce a diagram with the lowest possible number of holes in the boxes, the optimal column order must be found. This is a combinatorial optimization problem. The complexity of the problem is O(n!), where n is the number of columns. For amino acids, there are 20 columns, thus there are 20! ≃ 2.43 × 10 18 possible orders. All possible orders cannot be tested, even on a fast computer. The previously published rainbow boxes diagram was produced using the heuristic algorithm we proposed [4] . It had three holes, one in the "small" box and two in the "polar" box.
For improving the column order, we first used a bruteforce algorithm on subsets of the amino acid dataset to verify that no order exists that leads to fewer than 3 holes. The 3 holes are caused by the interaction between the following sets of boxes : { small, tiny, polar, hydrophobic }, { small, polar, hydrophobic } and { positive, aromatic, polar, hydrophobic }. Second, we searched for a column order that would place the three holes in the same box. The presence of holes in a box makes this box more difficult to perceive, consequently, it is better to have all holes in the same box. Moreover, some set visualization tasks involve several boxes, for example for searching for the intersection of two sets. By having all holes in a single box, we avoid the most complex situation for this task, i.e. the situation where the two considered boxes have holes.
We used the Artificial Feeding Birds (AFB) metaheuristics [14] for optimizing the column order, and we minimized the triplet (b, h, l) where b is the number of boxes with at least one hole, h is the number of holes and l is the total length of holes. We considered a lexicographic order when comparing two triplets (b, h, l) and (b ′ , h ′ , l ′ ), e.g. (2, 5, 11) was considered as lower (i.e. better) than (2, 7, 9) . We found a column order with three holes in a single box, the "polar" one ( Figure 1 , corresponding to b = 1, h = 3 and l = 8).
IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
A. Recruitment 78 biology students were recruited at University Paris 13, at two levels: third year of bachelor degree (B3, 56 students) and first year of master (M1, 22 students). Most of them were female; this is usual in biology courses in France. The study was performed during the course of bioinformatics. Students were not aware that the study will take place at this moment, and all present students were included in the study. Students passed the study during 5 sessions (3 for B3 + 2 for M1 students). Students were told that the objective of the study was to compare two diagrams, but not that the Euler diagram is a well-established diagram and that rainbow boxes are a new "challenger" diagram. B3 students were "naive" subjects, i.e. they were not exposed to Euler diagram yet. On the contrary, M1 students have diverse origins, and some of them might have already seen the Euler diagram in previous years. All students were new to rainbow boxes.
B. Protocol
The study was anonymous and no personal information was recorded. We used a crossover protocol in which each student tested both diagrams, and thus can be his own control. For each diagram, the student had to reply to several questions related to amino acids, using the diagram. We recorded the error rate and the response time.
Two sets of similar questions, A and B, were defined. Five categories of tasks were considered, corresponding to typical tasks in overlapping set visualization: membership (does element X belong to set Y?), count (how many elements are there in set Y?), intersection (what are the elements in both set Y and set Z?), disjoint (are set Y and set Z disjoint?) and inclusion (is set Y included in set Z?). For each category, we defined two questions, one in each set A and B. In addition, a "warm-up" question was added at the beginning of each set; the results of these questions were not taken into account during analysis. In each set, questions were ordered so as Yes Table I  THE 12 QUESTIONS WITH THE CORRECT ANSWERS. consecutive questions do not refer to the same properties. Table I shows the 12 questions and their order.
Students were randomly divided in two groups, with 39 students in each group (28 B3 + 11 M1). The first group had the Euler diagram for the questions in set A and the rainbow boxes for questions in set B, and the second group had the rainbow boxes for questions in set A and the Euler diagram for the questions in set B. Thus, both groups had the same questions in the same order, but not with the same diagram. Finally, there was a last question, asking the student about his preferred diagram, with three possible choices: Euler diagram, rainbow boxes, or no opinion.
C. Software
A dynamic website was developed for the study, implemented in Python 3. The website was responsible for the randomization in the two groups. The first page of the website presented briefly the objective of the study. The second page presented the first diagram (depending on the group in which the user was randomized). The 6 following pages corresponded to the 6 questions of set A, with the associated diagram. Then the second diagram was presented, followed by the 6 questions of set B. When the response to a question was an amino acid, students had to click on the right amino acid in the diagram, and a "none" button was also available. When the response was a number of a Boolean, student had to choose the response from a set of predefined values (with 2 possible values for Boolean and 7 for numbers). Finally, the last page asked the question related to user preference. The website was in charge of collecting error rates and response times.
D. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using R software version 3.3.2 [15] . The significance threshold was set at α = 0.05. Error rates were compared with Fisher's exact test and Global Linear Model (GLM), considering the following factors: diagram (Euler or rainbow boxes), question category (1-5, see table I) and user category (B3 or M1). Response times were log-transformed to normalize the distribution. They were analyzed with Welch Two Sample T test and ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA), using the same three factors. User preference was analyzed Chi-squared test.
The raw data and the statistical analysis in R can be downloaded at the following address:
http://www.lesfleursdunormal.fr/static/_downloads/amino_acid_user_study.zip
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
All students performed the entire study and responded to all questions. We collected 390 responses with each diagram. 38 errors were recorded with the Euler diagram (error rate 9.7%, 95% confidence interval: 6.8 -12.7) and 19 with rainbow boxes (error rate 4.9%, 2.8 -7.0). This difference is significant (p value = 0.013, Fisher exact test). The analysis with Global Linear Model (GLM) showed that there were significant relationships between error rate and two factors: the diagram used and the question category. On the contrary, no significant relationship was found with the user category factor (B3 or M1), i.e. B3 and M1 students did not make a significantly different number of errors.
The analysis of error rates per category of question and per diagram ( figure 3, left) shows that rainbow boxes led to fewer errors for all categories but # 5 (inclusion). Category #5 was the most error-prone category of question, with both diagrams, and the number of errors in this category was the same for both diagrams. The analysis of error rates per category of user and per diagram ( figure 3, right) shows that B3 and M1 students had a similar global error rate. Both categories of user made fewer errors with rainbow boxes, but the difference was more accentuated for M1 students.
The mean response time was 11.57 seconds (95% confidence interval: 11.02 -12.12) with Euler diagram vs 9.63 seconds (9.10 -10.16) with rainbow boxes. This difference is significant (p value < 10 −6 , Welch two sample T test performed on log(time)). The analysis of the variance of response times (ANOVA) showed that the three factors were highly significant (diagram, category of question, category of user), and that there was no interaction between them. The analysis of response time per category of question and per diagram ( figure 4, left) shows that rainbow boxes led to faster response times for all categories of question. The analysis of response time per category of user and per diagram (figure 4, right) shows that both B3 and M1 students responded faster with rainbow boxes.
19 students preferred the Euler diagram, vs 51 for rainbow boxes (the 8 others indicated no opinion). We noted several comments that the students spontaneously made orally after the evaluation session. Many students commented on their preference for rainbow boxes or (more rarely) for Euler diagram. One student stated that the Euler diagram was more complex at the beginning, but then "we deal with it". Another student mentioned the fact that rainbow boxes were easy to read because the boxes were rectangular while the closed areas in the Euler diagram were rounded.
VI. ENRICHING THE DIAGRAM
In this section, we investigate the possibility to enrich our diagram with additional amino acid properties. Figure  5 shows an enriched rainbow boxes diagram, with 3 additional properties: C-β branching, essential and functional. C-β branched amino acids contain two non-hydrogen substituents attached to their C-β carbon. This property was proposed by Betts et al. [16] , but not visualized in diagrams.
Essential amino acids [17] cannot be synthesized by Human cells. This is an important property in the nutrition field. Semi-essential amino acids (G, C and Y) can be synthesized, but not in sufficient quantity; they are displayed with hatches in the diagram. On figure 5 , the similarity between the "hydrophobic" and the "essential" boxes is striking. The relation between amino acids hydrophobicity and essentialness has already been described [18] . But rainbow boxes made it clear that almost all hydrophobic amino acids are essential, excepted one, alanine (A). Notice how the box colors enhance this similarity: the two boxes have almost the same, light green, color.
Functional amino acids are those frequently involved in interaction with non-protein compound. The data presented here are based on the values computed by Holm et al. [19] . The authors computed a score for each amino acid, expressed as a real number. The score is positive if the amino acid tends to participate in non-protein interaction more than average, and negative otherwise. In the rainbow boxes, we used a plain box for amino acid whose score is superior or equal to 0.1, and a hatched box for amino acid whose score is superior or equal to 0.05 (but inferior to 0.1). Rainbow boxes clearly shows that all functional amino acids are polar. This is sounding, because many non-protein interactions involve ions or other polarized molecules.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an improved diagram for amino acid properties based on rainbow boxes, and we compared the ability of biology students to answer questions using the proposed diagram versus the traditionally used Euler diagram. The evaluation results show that the students made significantly fewer errors with the new diagram, they responded significantly faster, and they preferred it. Results were similar between bachelor and master students. We also proposed an enriched diagram with three additional properties. Consequently, the new rainbow boxes diagram of amino acid properties could be used in textbooks and courses, in complement (or instead) of the usual Euler diagram. High-definition images of the new amino acid diagram can be downloaded at the following address, in English, French, German and Spanish, under CC-BY:
http://www.lesfleursdunormal.fr/static/_downloads/amino_acids.zip
A. User study
The user study showed that inclusion was the most error prone type of question, for both diagrams. This is quite surprising, because Euler diagrams are known to be efficient for visualizing inclusions. However, rainbow boxes performed equally well in terms of the number of errors ( figure 3, left) . The rectangular aspect of rainbow boxes was mentioned by a student as a reason that makes them easier to read than the Euler diagram. This argument is confirmed by a recent study that shows that horizontal and vertical lines are better perceived than diagonal ones [20] .
We used colors in rainbow boxes. Nevertheless, colors are not essential for the reading of the diagram, and therefore a colorless rainbow boxes diagram is still possible whenever colors are not available (e.g. for black-and-white printing or for color-blind persons).
B. Euler diagrams vs rainbow boxes
Compared to Euler diagrams, rainbow boxes are easier to generate automatically. In previous works, we proposed methods for producing diagrams up to 20-25 elements (using the heuristic algorithm) or 50-100 elements (using the AFB metaheuristic); the number of sets have little impact on the optimization problem and is rather limited by the height of the screen. On the contrary, the automatic drawing of Euler diagrams is a challenge above 6 sets; Simonetto et al. proposed a method that can produce an Euler diagram with 60 sets [21] but the resulting diagram is complex. Rainbow boxes also seem to be able to present larger dataset (as we seen in section VI when enriching the amino acid diagram).
C. Perspectives
Students were enthusiasts and they considered the evaluation like an exercise. They asked for consulting their personal results, and to be able to see in which questions they made errors. However, our evaluation website was not providing this. Students found interesting to learn about amino acids properties, but also to learn how to use Euler diagrams and rainbow boxes. A perspective of this work is to transform our evaluation software into a training software.
Venn diagrams are quite frequent in the biomedical field. In bioinformatics, Venn diagrams are used for comparing gene lists. Two examples are the comparison of the genes common between several species, and the comparison of the genes found as differently expressed using several methods (e.g. microarrays vs next-generation sequencing (NGS), or microarray data analyzed with various software). Proportional Venn diagrams have also been used in medicine, for presenting proportional classifications of phenotypic subgroups for a given disease. For instance, several such diagrams have been proposed for obstructive lung diseases [22] and Behçet's disease-related manifestations [23] . All these applications are perspectives for rainbow boxes.
